





Pope’s poems about love have a recurrent motif: a male lover, powerful but otherwise absent, appears in a dream. In the ‘Pastorals’, ‘Sapho to Phaon’, The Rape of the Lock, ‘Eloisa to Abelard’, ‘Ode to Venus’, and To Arbuthnot, this lover focuses the presentation of an inner life at odds with the everyday. His frequent appearance is expressive of a sexual ambivalence that is supported by the complex publication of these poems. Pope plays with gender identification in different forms of double utterance: manuscript circulation and print publication; rival printings; textual revision; or interplay with sources or rival translations. 

‘Th’Extended Dream’: Pope’s Play with Sexual and Textual Instabilities, 1705–1737
		
The poems in which Alexander Pope is most concerned with representing subjectivity are haunted by a figure largely unrecognized by criticism. In pervasive but short dream sequences a potential lover suddenly becomes vividly present. The lover is a young man or youth who is desirable but normally absent or inaccessible. He is of central importance to the dreamer but he is a problem for some reason or other. In the third of Pope’s pastorals, ‘Autumn’, his absence is mysterious – it seems he has just wandered off – but in ‘Sapho to Phaon’ he has jilted the poet and she despairs of his return.​[1]​ In ‘Eloisa to Abelard’ he is doubly removed, castrated and exiled to a monastery, while in the Rape of the Lock he is a birth-night beau who turns out to be a woman and vanishes at the severing of the lock.​[2]​ In To Arbuthnot, someone very like him (a cherub’s face, a reptile all the rest) is compared to Satan invading the mind of the slumbering Eve.​[3]​ In his final appearance, in the ‘First Ode of the First Book of Horace: To Venus’, he is too young to be interested in the middle-aged poet, who nevertheless pursues him in lines that might characterize the motif in general: 
Thee, drest in Fancy’s airy beam, 
Absent I follow thro’ th’extended Dream,
Now, now I seize, I clasp thy charms,
And now you burst, (ah cruel!) from my arms.​[4]​ 
 	These dream sequences enable Pope to give poetic expression to an inner life disconnected from the everyday and generally powerless to transform it; they offer an overwhelming but unstable contact with a source of energy and frustration. Interpreted biographically the poems themselves lend weight to speculations by Dustin Griffin and Brean Hammond that Pope ‘was, or imagined himself, sexually ambivalent’.​[5]​ And that ambivalence can be seen as shaping the dissemination of these poems in order to give itself expression. Publication is characterized by plurality of voicing, double-utterance, and textual variation. In revising his Pastorals, Pope strips ‘Summer’ of gender identification and then changes the gender of the loved one in ‘Autumn’. In ‘Sapho to Phaon’ and ‘Eloisa to Abelard’ he protects and highlights his own interpretation of a source by associating it with another’s. In the Rape of the Lock and in To Arbuthnot, he revises more innocuous texts by introducing ideas of bisexual power and control. Finally in ‘Ode to Venus’ he takes the technique a step further, printing Horace’s pederastic ode in parallel with his own agendered one and also adding clandestine publication of a heterosexual version.​[6]​




Flickering Homoeroticism in the ‘Pastorals’
Pope’s ‘Pastorals’, his most extended treatment of love, have a particular air of stability. Their beautiful manuscript, circulated by a coterie of distinguished admirers in 1705 and 1706, survives; they were printed in a famous Tonson miscellany (1709), and they were soon taken up into Pope’s Works (1717).​[8]​ However, their text proves on investigation to be unstable, with the instability dating from the beginning of their circulation. Surprisingly the elegance of the manuscript booklet is disturbed at the end of the third of the four poems, ‘Autumn’. Most of the manuscript is laid out perfectly in Pope’s beautiful italic hand, with a blank line between paragraphs and, even when those blank lines are included, seventeen or eighteen lines only to the page; but the two final pages of ‘Autumn’ are cramped, with twenty and twenty-three lines squeezed in. ‘Autumn’ must have been added late, and Pope confirms, in a headnote that he later prefixed to the manuscript, that the poem did not originally circulate with the others.​[9]​
The ‘Pastorals’ consists of four poems representing the seasons of the year. There must have been some special reason for circulating the manuscript incomplete, and the suspicion arises that ‘Autumn’ was withheld because Pope was anxious to include in it Hylas’s love for Thyrsis, the section that was eventually to end with the encounter with the dream lover. He would have been nervous about its reception by William Walsh (1663–1708), who disapproved of any homoerotic element in pastoral. Walsh was Pope’s most important early critic. In the list of the early readers of the ‘Pastorals’ manuscript, his name comes first, and when later, in To Arbuthnot (1735), Pope wrote about the impetus to his career as a published poet, Walsh was again prominent: ‘But why then publish? Granville the polite, / And knowing Walsh, would tell me I could write’.​[10]​
Walsh was a poet, a friend of Dryden (who praised Walsh’s criticism), and fifteen years Pope’s senior; he was a man of style and sophistication who had written about pastoral in the preface to his Letters and Poems, Amorous and Gallant (1692). Pope showed his respect and friendship for Walsh by engaging with him in the margins of the pastorals, destabilizing his own text by offering alternatives and asking for advice about selected lines and passages. The discussion between them is preserved along with the manuscript booklet, in four pages labelled ‘Alterations in the Pastoralls’.​[11]​ But Pope was less anxious to obtain Walsh’s advice on the third pastoral. There is only one query on it, about the final four lines, and it is not clear that Walsh ever saw the whole poem. He remarks in a letter of 9 September 1706 that he had not seen it, five months after Jacob Tonson’s well-known letter saying he had seen ‘a pastoral of yours’ and would like to publish it.​[12]​ Walsh died before the ‘Pastorals’ were actually published. 
In the manuscript, as in all editions up to and including the Works of 1717, the third pastoral presents contrasting songs:
		Hylas and Ægon sung their Rurall Lays:
		To whose Complaints the listning Forests bend,
		While one his Mistress mourns, and one his Friend.​[13]​
Hylas’s love for his fellow shepherd, Thyrsis, would not have been permitted in any pastoral approved by Walsh. In his Letters and Poems, Amorous and Gallant, he explained his view of the character of pastoral:
The Design ought to be the representing the Life of a Shepherd, not only by talking of Sheep and Fields, but by showing us the Truth, Sincerity and Innocence that accompanies that sort of Life. For though I know our Masters, Theocritus and Virgil, have not always conform’d in this Point of Innocence; Theocritus, in his Daphnis, having made his Love too wanton, and Virgil, in his Alexis, plac’d his Passion upon a Boy; yet (if we may be allow’d to censure those whom we must always reverence) I take both those things to be Faults in their Poems, and should have been better pleas’d with the Alexis, if it had been made to a Woman; and with the Daphnis, if he had made his Shepherds more modest.​[14]​
Pope agreed that in pastoral ‘the fable, manners, thoughts, and expressions, are full of the greatest simplicity in nature’, and he believed that the shepherds depicted should be ‘the best of men’,​[15]​ but he did not assent to the idea that these poems should be confined to heterosexual passion. Hylas’s love for Thyrsis is modest but also passionate. Although Pope calls the love that of a ‘friend’, he would have been fully aware of the complexity of that word,​[16]​ and in the manuscript Hylas’s feelings are explicitly likened to those of female for male. He mourns ‘As some sad Turtle her lost Love deplores, / And with deep Murmurs fills the sounding Shores’ (14a, ll. 13–14).
Pope showed his sensitivity to nuances of gender by revising ‘her’ to ‘his’ in the Tonson miscellany and omitting another line that feminized Hylas, ‘Like her deserted, and like her forlorn’ (17). He also omitted the manuscript’s most passionate lines of commitment: 
With him thro’ Lybia’s burning Plains I’ll go,
		On Alpine Mountains tread th’Eternal Snow;
		Yet feel no Heat but what our Loves impart,
		And dread no Coldness but in Thyrsis Heart. (14b, lines 37–40)
But in the miscellany printing Pope complicates the happy conclusion of the manuscript, 
		But see, my Thyrsis comes! Now cease my Song,
		And cease, ye Gales, to bear my Plaints along, (15a, lines 47–48)
with the first version of the dream lover:
		Come, Thyrsis, come; ah why this long Delay?
		Thro’ Rocks and Caves the Name of Thyrsis sounds,
		Thyrsis, each Cave and ecchoing Rock rebounds. 
		Ye Pow’rs, what pleasing Frensie sooths my Mind!
		Do Lovers dream, or is my Shepherd kind?
		He comes, my Shepherd comes! —Now cease my Lay,
		And cease ye Gales to bear my Sighs away! ​[17]​
These lines present a motif – the association of frenzy, dream, the rocky landscape, and the lover’s imagined return – that recurs in the poetry of the coming years.
	That Pope was aware of the significance of his choices, and defiant towards those who thought like Walsh, is evident from his Guardian essay of 27 April 1713 in which he considers his own pastorals and Virgil’s ‘Alexis’. His ironic praise for Philips’s pastorals over his own includes an implied defence of the homoeroticism his pastorals shared with Virgil’s. The essay criticizes Virgil, disallowing all but two of his poems from being worthy of the title ‘pastoral’ and claiming specifically that ‘Corydon’s criminal passion for Alexis throws out the Second’.​[18]​ The comments on ‘Alexis’ draw attention to Pope’s practice in revising his own second pastoral, ‘Summer or Alexis’, a poem that strongly engaged elements of self-representation. In his original design, the four pastorals were to be linked by their dramatis personae. In the first, Daphnis loves Amaryllis and Strephon loves Sylvia; in the second, Alexis, seeing himself as Daphnis’ rival, also loves Amaryllis; in the third, Hylas loves Thyrsis (and Aegon Phillis); in the fourth, Thyrsis and Meliboeus mourn Daphne. Alexis in the second eclogue is a central figure. We are told that he was once beautiful, but that he no longer sees himself as a rival to Daphnis. Nevertheless, his failure as a lover is compensated for by his skill as a poet. He is admired as a singer by the other shepherds: in the manuscript he is coupled with Phoebus in ‘Spring’; Thyrsis refers to the ‘sweet Alexis strain’ in ‘Winter’; and in his own poem he is given a flute by Colin, who represents Spenser. The name ‘Alexis’ is surely significant, as it shows Pope toying with the use of his own name. Corydon’s loved one in Virgil’s second eclogue initially becomes the heterosexual lover in Pope’s second. However, between the manuscript (Last and Greatest Art, 42-8) and the first edition (Poetical Miscellanies: The Sixth Part, 731–7) nearly all the gender-specific information in ‘Summer’ is stripped out. Out goes Amaryllis and out goes the specific reference to rivalry with Daphnis. Mack, anxious to preserve a heterosexual representation of Pope, says, ‘the Amaryllis for whom Alexis pines becomes a she without a name’,​[19]​ but that is not quite right, because there are no feminine pronouns either. Pope prints ‘Come lovely Nymph’ (l. 63), which he has changed from ‘Come lovely Maid’, but that is confusing because in the previous paragraph nature’s nymphs have brought gifts from cave and spring. The section of the poem where Alexis wishes to be ‘The Captive Bird that sings within thy Bow’r’ (l. 46) would be conventionally addressed to a woman, but the suggestion that the loved one ‘sing, and rival Orpheus’ Strain’ (l. 81) would conventionally apply to a man. The omissions and revisions of this poem make it strikingly different from the other three. In printing it, Pope seems to have made its sexuality as neutral as possible, retaining the female gender of the loved one only as a trace.
Pope’s careful attention to such matters is clear from the transformation of ‘Autumn’ when he revised the ‘Pastorals’ for the Works of 1736.​[20]​ Then he did what Walsh would have wanted and made Hylas’s loved one female. It was tellingly easy to do: the status of ‘friend’ was not a problem. Thyrsis became Delia; the pronouns changed accordingly; Hylas’s love song became like any other. These changes were not acknowledged in the notes. Why Pope changed his mind, we do not know. He may have wanted to give the uncertainty of this section’s ending a more general application. It is not impossible that, looking back over the materials in order to compile the notes, he thought fondly of Walsh and decided to make the change. Certainly, in one case (the opening of ‘Summer’) he restored to the text a manuscript reading that had been approved by Walsh, and relegated the first edition reading to a footnote. Or it may be that his allegiance to Virgil had diminished and that he had decided they had both been wrong to depict a ‘criminal’ love. More probably, his attack on Hervey as Sporus in To Arbuthnot in 1735 had made the topic of same sex attraction too difficult to handle in a simple pastoral. What emerges most consistently from this textual history is that Pope’s treatment of sexual orientation is wavering: sometimes daring, but sometimes cautious. The record is of flickering presentation: now you see it, now you don’t.​[21]​

‘Wholly Translated’: Supplementing Another’s Work in ‘Sapho to Phaon’ 
Pope’s first love poem after the ‘Pastorals’ was the translation of ‘Sapho to Phaon’, which he says was first written in 1707, though first published in 1712 in the eighth edition of Tonson’s Ovid’s Epistles, Translated by Several Hands, a prestigious collection prefaced by Dryden’s famous reflections on translation. If Pope attached importance to the display of independence evidenced by ‘Autumn’ in the ‘Pastorals’, it is easy to see why ‘Sapho to Phaon’ might have had special appeal to him. It is a powerfully erotic poem, expressing a passion for a young man which is, if not forbidden, violent and imprudent.​[22]​ It provides a link between ‘Autumn’ and ‘Eloisa to Abelard’, first published in the Works in 1717, exploring, as the published version of ‘Autumn’ had, grief at the absence of the male lover, the role of a rocky landscape as a reflection of that grief, the return of the lover in dreams, and the prospect of suicide by throwing oneself from a cliff (the idea that had formed the conclusion of Aegon’s rival lament in ‘Autumn’). In a neat twist, prudent homosexual love (of the ‘Lesbian Dames’) is rejected in favour of presently unrequited heterosexual passion. 
The publication history of ‘Sapho to Phaon’, however, is very different from that of the ‘Pastorals’. This poem began in relation to a less full, less erotic, version of Ovid’s poem, Sir Carr Scrope’s; the surprise is that Pope translated or published ‘Sapho to Phaon’ at all, for the job had been done, and with distinction, in the same collection by Scrope. His ‘Sapho to Phaon’ had been the first poem in the first edition of Ovid’s Epistles in 1680 and it retained its place, to be followed by Pope’s, in the eighth. Tonson explains the oddity of the two versions in the ‘Advertisement’ to the eighth edition. Because of the success of the collection, he says,
I began to think if any thing might yet be added to the Perfection of the Work. And the greater part of Sapho to Phaon being omitted in Sir Carr Scrope’s Translation, I sollicited an entire new Version of that Epistle, to render the whole Book compleat. The Author of it will have me acquaint the Reader, that it was undertaken on that account only, and not out of any suppos’d defect in what that Gentleman had done.​[23]​
The responsibility for Pope’s translating ‘Sapho to Phaon’ is, therefore, on Pope’s insistence, identified as Tonson’s, not the poet’s. His translation supplements Scrope’s; its value lies not only in its skill but also in the degree that it can supply what Scrope does not. I differ from Mack and the Twickenham editors in finding Tonson’s account both convincing and compatible with Pope’s claim that his poem was first written in 1707. The seventh edition of Ovid’s Epistles had appeared in 1705 and could well have been in Tonson’s mind when he asked permission to publish Pope’s ‘pastoral’ on 20 April 1706. Pope could have agreed to translate ‘Sapho to Phaon’, knowing that the poem would not be published until an eighth edition was needed. The history of the ‘Pastorals’ shows that Tonson would wait for a convenient opportunity to publish a poem he had already contracted for.​[24]​
	The juxtaposition of Pope’s version of ‘Sapho to Phaon’ with Scrope’s in the eighth edition of Ovid’s Epistles serves to highlight two aspects of Pope’s approach to the poem. The first is the importance he gives to the writer and artist, thereby teasing the reader with the potential for the poet’s self-implication in the poem. Sapho’s love is tragic because she is a great writer as well as an abandoned lover; the poem expresses the power of her art as well as of the powerlessness of her love.​[25]​ The second aspect is his recognition of the sexual energy of the poem, the destabilizing and overwhelming attractiveness of Phaon as someone between man and boy, including his appeal to both men and women. In a recent study Victoria Rimmell catches some of the qualities of Ovid’s poem that Scrope underplays when she says that Phaon, the ferryman who has deserted Sapho, ‘is both an ephebic Narcissus figure immune from the attentions of a Sapphic Echo, and the delicious homoerotic fantasy of an Ovidian poet(ess)’.​[26]​ It is this play with gender and with the role of the poet who lies behind Sappho that Pope’s fuller translation restores. Pope begins the poem, as does Ovid, with the physical object of the letter, marked with the character of the writer and connected to her body: ‘Can Phaon’s Eyes forget his Sapho’s Hand?’.​[27]​ Pope keeps this motif in mind throughout his translation, exploring the potential conflict between passion and writing:	‘See, while I write, my Words are lost in Tears; / The less my Sense, the more my Love appears’ (ll. 109–10).
The concern with writing extends to the treatment of Sapho’s fame. Here Scrope abbreviates the section in which Sapho argues that her lack of physical charm is counterbalanced by her skill and fame. Scrope confines himself to ‘Yet worthless as I am’,​[28]​ but Pope develops his original:
		To me what Nature had in Charms deny’d
Is well by Wit’s more lasting Flames supply’d.
Tho’ short my Stature, yet my Name extends
To Heav’n it self, and Earth’s remotest Ends. (ll. 37–40)
The passage mirrors his own limitations – his rondeau about his size (‘You know where you did despise [. . .] Little Legs, and little Thighs’) dates from around this time, 24 June 1710 – but the idea is present in the original (‘sim brevis’).​[29]​ At the end of the poem, the point at which Scrope most seems to lose contact with his original, Pope emphasizes the death of the artist:
		No more your Groves with my glad Songs shall ring,
		No more these Hands shall touch the trembling String:
		Since Phaon fled, I all those Joys resign. (ll. 234–36)
Pope made the point even more sharply when he revised the poem for his collected Works in 1717, changing ‘Joys’ to ‘Arts’.​[30]​
In exploring the emotions of Sapho the woman, rather than the artist who might in some ways represent Ovid himself, Scrope does not ignore Phaon’s ephebic qualities, but Pope is much clearer about them. ‘Ah lovely Youth!’ exclaims Scrope (l. 11), but Pope specifies ‘heav’nly Looks’ and ‘dear deluding Eyes’ (l. 22) before going on to include the original’s comparisons with Phoebus and Bacchus. Like Scrope, Pope is nervous of 
		quid mirum, si me primae lanuginis aetas
		abstulit, atque anni quos vir amare potest? (ll. 85–86)
[What wonder if the age of first down has carried me away, and the years that stir men’s love?]
Pope refers only to ‘Charms like thine which all my Soul have won’ (l. 95), but when it comes to the appeal of Phaon’s charms for the gods, he is explicit as Scrope is not:
		Venus for those had rapt thee to the Skies,
		But Mars on thee might look with Venus’ Eyes.
		O scarce a Youth, yet scarce a tender Boy!
		O useful Time for Lovers to employ! (ll. 101–04)
Both Scrope and Pope represent fully Sapho’s memory of her song being interrupted with kisses: ‘’Till both expiring with tumultuous Joys, / A gentle Faintness did our Limbs surprize’ (Scrope, ll. 26–27); ‘Till all dissolving in the Trance we lay, / And in tumultuous Raptures dy’d away’ (Pope, ll. 61–62). But Pope develops the restoration of such experiences in the world of dreams. Here is Scrope’s version:
		’Tis thou alone that art my constant Care,
		In pleasing Dreams thou comfort’st my Despair;
		And mak’st the Night, that does thy Form convey,
		Welcome to me above the fairest Day. 
		Then ’spight of Absence, I thy Love injoy;
		In close Imbraces lock’d methinks we lye;
		Thy tender Words I hear, thy Kisses feel,
		With all the Joys that Shame forbids to tell. (ll. 55–61)
And here is Pope’s:
		’Tis thou art all my Care, and my Delight,
		My daily Longing, and my Dream by Night:
		O Night more pleasing than the brightest Day,
		When Fancy gives what Absence takes away,
		And drest in all its visionary Charms,
		Restores my fair Deserter to my Arms!
		Then round your Neck in wanton Wreaths I twine,
		Then you, methinks, as fondly circle mine:
		A thousand tender Words, I hear and speak;
		A thousand melting Kisses, give, and take:
		Then fiercer Joys – I blush to mention these,
		Yet while I blush, confess how much they please! (ll. 143–54)
Even Pope’s translation tames the original, whose conclusions Rimell translates, ‘I blush to tell the rest, but everything happens, / I love it, and can’t help getting wet’ (ll. 133–34), but it fully recognizes the physical power of dreams. Pope indeed attempted a more detailed account of physical connection but deleted this couplet on the advice of his friend Henry Cromwell: ‘Thy Kisses, then, thy Words my Soul indear; / Glow on my Lips, and murmur in my Ear.’​[31]​
Even with these lines omitted, Pope captures, as Scrope does not, the heightened sensuality of Sapho’s dream world. In the comparison with Scrope’s poem that the eighth edition of Ovid’s Epistles enforces, Pope’s version ​– while it raises questions about the relations of love and art, the lover and the artist – is much closer to the original in capturing the complex sexual attractiveness of Phaon and the play with gender identified by Rimmell. Pope follows up his decision to include homoerotic elements in ‘Autumn’ with a willingness to explore the homoerotic implications of the depiction of Phaon, and he allows himself to point to parallels between Sapho and poet-translator. This is a second poem insisting on the centrality of the dream encounter, which temporarily restores what is central and has been lost. 

The Dream Lover in the Revised ‘Rape of the Lock’ and ‘Eloisa to Abelard’
The idea of the romantic encounter in a dream that eclipses the everyday, exceeding its joys or compensating for its miseries, recurs in two further poems of Pope’s early period. The more thoroughgoing treatment is in ‘Eloisa to Abelard’, first published as a sort of addendum to the Works of 1717, a poem which complicates with religious seriousness some of the material in ‘Sapho to Phaon’. But an ingenious inversion of aspects of the motif also played a central role in the revision of the Rape of the Lock in 1714. In both cases, the powerful male figure in the dream serves to explain the shape of the ordinary life for which he takes responsibility.
In the first version of the Rape of the Lock, human behaviour is mystifying, but causation lies in human personality, its desires and choices. In the revised version, spirits claim to direct the inner life and shape the action. Pope begins his revision of the poem with Belinda’s dream of Ariel: ‘A Youth more glitt’ring than a Birth-night Beau, / (That ev’n in Slumber caus’d her Cheek to glow)’.​[32]​ The glowing cheek suggests an encounter similar to Sapho’s, and Ariel explains to Belinda that the sylphs direct her life and in doing so ‘Assume what Sexes and what Shapes they please’ (I. 70). As the sylphs are the spirits of coquettes, in this poem the homosexual directs the heterosexual. Ariel and his band absorb Belinda’s life as Phaon absorbs Sapho’s, but with notable inversions. In the poems modelled on Ovid’s Heroides, the heroine recounts the dream; we hear nothing from the lover. In the Rape of the Lock, the equivalent of the lover speaks; we hear nothing from the dreamer. In the other poems, the dream is an expression of the heroine’s sensibility; in the Rape of the Lock, Belinda’s dream explains the construction of that sensibility by others. Belinda’s relations with the sylphs simply enable her to continue the patterns of social life; they do not disrupt them. Pope uses the dream to create a satiric contrast between Belinda and those heroines whose dreams focus a complex inner life; it provides Belinda with a sexual awareness she would otherwise lack, but it illustrates her passiveness. 
If the Rape of the Lock takes over some elements of ‘Sapho to Phaon’ and inverts them, ‘Eloisa to Abelard’ creates further tensions and complexities by exploring them within a broadly Christian context. The poem comes as a curious epilogue to the Works of 1717, following a concluding address to the Duke of Buckingham that was to balance Buckingham’s initial poem of commendation. As a consequence, Eloisa to Abelard assumes an uneasily personal aspect, rather as in turn the poem’s concluding lines do. Pope’s poem was based closely on John Hughes’s compilation from the French, Letters of Abelard and Heloise (1713), but it was the erotic possibilities of Heloise’s internal conflict that preoccupied him. Hughes’s heroine is concerned for Abelard’s public standing and scholarly reputation; she is anxious to differentiate their love from mere physical pleasure, whereas Pope’s is not.
Abelard’s castration (something violently presented in the frontispiece to Hughes’s first edition) makes him a problematic object of desire both for Eloisa and for the poet who takes responsibility for expressing her feeling. He is not an ephebe, a classically acceptable object of male desire, but his unattainability nevertheless makes desire for him in some ways safe, its intensity in no way proportionate to the possibility of its realization.​[33]​ Abelard intensifies the importance of the figure of the dream lover, because sexually he can be present now only in dreams. Pope’s first reference to the dream-encounter in this poem contrasts with the picture Hughes’s Heloise gives of a possible reunion of the lovers: ‘You may see me, hear my Sighs, and be a Witness of all my Sorrows, without incurring any Danger, since you can only relieve me with Tears and Words’.​[34]​ Pope’s Eloisa is much more ambitious:
		Come! with thy looks, thy words, relieve my woe;
	Those still at least are left thee to bestow.
	Still on that breast enamour’d let me lie,
	Still drink delicious poison from thy eye,
	Pant on they lip, and to thy heart be prest;
Give all thou canst – and let me dream the rest.​[35]​
The dream is a necessary addition to other possibilities of encounter. Eloisa immediately rejects this vision (‘Ah no! instruct me other joys to prize’; l. 125) as the poem reflects the oscillation between love of God and love of Abelard that characterizes Hughes’s letters, but Pope continues to give greater weight to the erotic rather than to the religious imagination. Hughes’s translation does include a dream sequence, which begins with hearing and speaking before moving to ‘our Souls, animated with the same Passion, are sensible of the same Pleasure’ (p. 189), but Pope chooses to go further, representing an experience close to Sapho’s. In comparison with the Vestal:
Far other dreams my erring soul employ,
Far other raptures, of unholy joy:
When at the close of each sad, sorrowing day,
Fancy restores what vengeance snatch’d away,
Then conscience sleeps, and leaving nature free,
All my loose soul unbounded sprints to thee.
O curst, dear horrors of all-conscious night!
How glowing guilt exalts the keen delight!
Provoking Dæmons all restraint remove,
And stir within me ev’ry source of love.
I hear thee, view thee, gaze o’er all your charms,
And round thy phantom glue my clasping arms. (ll. 223–34)
The experience here is essentially Sapho’s, its sensuality only marginally checked with moral concerns (‘erring’, ‘unholy’, ‘Dæmons’, ‘guilt’).​[36]​ 
	The most erotic departure from Hughes’s sympathetic presentation of Heloise’s wavering progress to repentance comes, however, not in this dream, but in Eloisa’s imagining of her own death. In Hughes, Heloise rebukes Abelard for writing of his own death, saying ‘Is it not your Part to receive my last Sighs, take care of my Funerals, and give an Account of my Manners and Faith?’ (p. 87). This becomes Eloisa’s
		Thou, Abelard! the last sad office pay,
		And smooth my passage to the realms of day:
		See my lips tremble, and my eye-balls roll,
		Suck my last breath, and catch my flying soul. (ll. 321–24)
As Joseph Warton noted, the lines are indebted to Oldham’s translation of Bion’s hymn to male beauty, ‘Lamentation for Adonis’, where the words imagining the orgasmic death are given to Venus:
		Kiss, while I watch thy swimming eye-balls roll,
		Watch thy last gasp, and catch thy springing soul!
I’ll suck it in, I’ll hoard it in my heart.​[37]​
Although finally Eloisa turns again to repentance, Pope seems unwilling to constrain the power of these passages.
	In her perceptive essay on ‘Eloisa to Abelard’, Ellen Pollak’s starting point is what she takes to be the established critical view: that the poem is in conflict with itself; that Pope ‘loses hold of his own poetic authority’; and that it is ‘a poem about erotic excess that itself exceeds its author’s own control’.​[38]​ But Pollak’s response to this perception – that the poem’s excess is Pope’s representation of the female (a characteristic misogyny in her view) – is not adequate to explain the apparent loss of control, especially as she claims the excess is placed. William Dowling has argued that Pollak’s reading is unsound because it depends on the poem’s being written by a man.​[39]​ But without a posited author, the poem would not be interpretable. The real problem is that Pollak cannot respond to the complexities she has identified by positing a heteronormal Pope. ​[40]​ Pope is closer to Eloisa than Pollak allows. Abelard’s unattainability frees him from moral and religious constraints and allows him to give an uninhibited expression of longing for the dream lover. In his introduction to his translation, Hughes comments on the problematic nature of sin in dreams, where the will cannot give its consent (pp. 41–42). Abelard’s castration adds to this freedom from moral responsibility.​[41]​ His appeal lies paradoxically in his safety as an erotic object: in daylight he is harmless; in dreams, where the dreamer is absolved of moral responsibility, he is again potent and overpowering.
	Pollak’s belief that ‘Eloisa to Abelard’ depicts Pope’s feelings for Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, and his idea of her feelings for him, is one coyly encouraged by Pope himself in a coda to the poem: 
		And sure if fate some future Bard shall join
		In sad similitude of griefs to mine,
		Condemn’d whole years in absence to deplore,
		And image charms he must behold no more,
		Such if there be, who loves so long, so well;
		Let him our sad, our tender story tell. (ll. 359–64)
Joseph’s Warton’s judgement that these lines are ‘languid and flat’ is surely correct,​[42]​ turning as they do Eloisa’s violent moral drama into a lament for the separation of lovers. Warton thought they related to the subject of ‘Elegy to the Memory of an Unfortunate Lady’; Tillotson in his Twickenham volume and Valerie Rumbold at the close of her sensitive reading of the poem relate them to Montagu but also to Martha Blount, towards whom the original coda to the the poem may have been directed before she was superseded by Lady Mary.​[43]​ This transferability makes it difficult to take these connections seriously, except as an indication that Pope thought the poem, with its place at the end of the 1717 Works, open to a personal application. His final lines attach the poem to the poet by neglecting its power and complexity. 

Satan and the Elusive Lover in Versions of ‘To Arbuthnot’ and ‘Ode to Venus’
After the Works of 1717, the dream lover disappears from Pope’s poetry until 1735. The intervening years were not a period of love poetry. They saw the translation of Homer, the edition of Shakespeare, the publication of The Dunciad, and the preparation of what Pope intended to be his opus magnum, An Essay on Man and its illustrative essays.​[44]​ In 1733, however, a poem was published that attacked and ridiculed Pope as a sexual being, provoking a new stage in his exploration of sexual personality. Verses Address’d to the Imitator of Horace or To the Imitator of the First Satire of the Second Book of Horace was probably planned jointly by Lord Hervey and Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, but written by Hervey alone. In his valuable attack on my tentative queering of Pope in Pope, Print, and Meaning, Howard Erskine-Hill concluded with an appeal to these Verses: ‘Hervey and Lady Mary knew Pope and knew what would most wound him: the charge that he was an inadequate lover — of women. It was so mortifying, not because Pope was indifferent to women, but for precisely the contrary reason.’​[45]​   However, putting aside the question of whether Hervey and Montagu had access to Pope’s inner life, there is no such specific charge in the poem; it lies purely in the normative imagination. What the poem does allege (it takes up only ten lines of a one-hundred-and-twelve-line poem) is gender neutral:
			Not even Youth and Beauty can contoul
		The universal Rancour of they Soul;
		Charms that might soften Superstition’s Rage,
		Might humble Pride, or thaw the Ice of Age —
		But how should’st thou by Beauty’s Force be mov’d,
		No more for loving made, than to be lov’d?
		It was the Equity of right’ous Heav’n,
		That such a Soul to such a Form was giv’n;
		And shews the Uniformity of Fate,
		That one so odious, should be born to hate.​[46]​
Hervey might be thinking of his own beauty, or Stephen Fox’s, as much as of Montagu’s or Lady Delorain’s.​[47]​ 
When Hervey supplied an epigraph for the poem, it was from Horace’s First Satire of the First Book: ‘Omnes / Vicini oderunt, noti, Pueri et Puellæ. / Miraris? (Every one hates you, neighbours and acquaintances, boys and girls. Can you wonder?)’​[48]​ The universality of the attack on a loveless Pope is important because it directly shaped his attack on Hervey in To Arbuthnot. In the first edition of the poem, the figure representing Hervey is called ‘Paris’ (the beautiful Trojan prince), but in subsequent editions he becomes ‘Sporus’ (the boy castrated and married by Nero), who serves in this poem as a depraved approximation to the dream-lover.​[49]​ Dustin Griffin, sketching the grounds for speculating that Pope ‘was, or imagined himself, sexually ambivalent’, considers that he may have seen in Hervey ‘a grotesque version of himself’.​[50]​ That troubling sense of self is combined with condemnation of Sporus for having the full range of amatory and sexual experience the Verses mocked Pope for lacking. Sporus is condemned for the variety of his sexual life (‘Pueri et Puellae’), but also for his sexual and political passivity, with a resulting poverty in all his experience: ‘Yet Wit ne’er tastes, and Beauty ne’er enjoys’.​[51]​ Whereas the castrated Abelard remains purely male, Sporus is both a master and a miss, a lady and a lord. His double desirability, or double repulsiveness, is what makes him a danger. In the concluding lines, in both versions, he is presented as invading Queen Caroline’s dreams, being compared to Satan who in Paradise Lost takes the form of a toad ‘Assaying by his Devilish art to reach / The Organs of her [Eve’s] Fancie’. Satan hopes to work through illusions, phantasms, and dreams, and by creating ‘inordinate desires’ engender pride.​[52]​ That is, he deliberately aims at the results achieved by Phaon, Ariel, and Abelard. 
Sporus is in this final brief appearance a variation on the dream lover of Pope’s earlier poems, but Pope reverted to a more recognizable version in the ‘Ode to Venus’ or ‘Imitation of the First Ode of the Fourth Book of Horace’ two years later. Horace begins his ode perturbed by the return of love and, by implication, the demands of love poetry. He recommends that Venus turn her attentions instead to the aristocratic and handsome lawyer, Paulus Fabius Maximus; he and not Horace will have time for celebrations of Venus. But the poem concludes by returning to the initial perturbation, confessing the intensity of the poet’s response to the youth Ligurinus, whom he encounters nightly, as we might anticipate, in dreams:
			nocturnis ego somniis
		iam captum teneo, iam vulucrem sequor
			te per gramina Martii
		Campi, te per aquas, dure, volubilis.
[At night in my dreams I sometimes hold you tight, sometimes chase you as you fly across the grass of Mars’ Park, or, hard-hearted as you are, through the river’s rolling waters.]​[53]​
Ligurinus is a figure as disturbing and elusive, if not yet as powerful, as Phaon or Abelard.
Commenting on the ode’s lack of popularity with commentators, A. T. von S. Bradshaw remarks, ‘there is a disturbing picture of the elderly poet testily acknowledging the amorous urge and surrendering his dignity in pederastic dreams’.​[54]​ Pope was old enough to imitate such a poem (forty-eight), but what drew him to it may not have been so much the poet’s own amatory predicament as the possible parallels between his friend William Murray (1705–1793) and Paulus Maximus: both close friends of the respective poet, both of aristocratic descent, and both at the beginning of promising legal careers. The poem is unquestionably a tribute to Murray, whom Pope had known since he was at Westminster School, as a private as well as a public figure. It presents a vision of professional and amatory success:
			He, with a hundred Arts refin’d,
		Shall stretch thy Conquests over half the kind:
			To him each Rival shall submit,
		Make but his riches equal to his Wit.​[55]​
It sharply contrasts his own position with Murray’s (‘For me, the vernal Garlands bloom no more’; l. 32), before acknowledging, with Horace, his continuing capacity to be moved.
It is in representing this renewed capacity for love or infatuation that the textual history of Pope’s poem becomes complex. ‘Ode to Venus’ resembles To Dr. Arbuthnot, in that two versions were published in close proximity to one another, though this time one of the versions appeared to be unauthorized. The poem was published as a seven-page folio pamphlet on 9 March 1737, with Latin and English in parallel text, and had been entered in the Stationers’ Register by Pope’s printer, John Wright, the day before, but commentary has tended to give greater weight to its publication a week earlier in the Whitehall Evening Post for 26 February–1 March 1737. This version partially transforms an imitation of Horace’s pederastic ode to Ligurinus into a tribute to ‘Patty’ or Martha Blount by naming her. Just before the section dealing with the pursuit through ‘th’ extended Dream’ (l. 42), the parallel text version reads:
			– But why? ah tell me, ah too dear!
		Steals down my cheek th’involuntary Tear?
			Why words so flowing, thoughts so free,
		Stop, or turn nonsense at one glance of Thee? (ll. 37–40)
In the first line of the quatrain the text of the Whitehall Evening Post reads: ‘ –But why? ah Patty, still too dear!’, while an autograph manuscript reads ‘–But why? ah Celia still too dear!’ 
One possibility is that unauthorized printing of the poem in the newspaper caused Pope to publish it himself, but it is also possible that the dual publication was part of Pope’s own design: a new form of the flickering presentation found in the ‘Pastorals’. After publication, the ‘Ode’ was included in his Works of 1738 but then it was dropped in 1740 and 1743. He was obviously uneasy about it and the dual publication may have been a way of placating that unease. Other Pope poems first appearing in the Whitehall Evening Post include: ‘Epitaph on John Hewett and Sarah Drew’ (20–23 September 1718), ‘Epitaph on Simon Harcourt’ (15–17 October 1724), ‘To Mrs M. B. on her Birth-day’ (12–14 November 1724), and lines from ‘To Mr Gay’ (18–22 March 1737). The first two items are connected with the Harcourt family, while the fourth, which appeared just a few days after the ‘Ode to Venus’, seems connected with the family of Judith Cowper, to whom Pope had sent the lines.​[56]​ When he entered the poem in the Stationers’ Register on 8 March, John Wright added that he had an assignment from Pope dated 25 Feb. 1737, preceding the appearance of the poem in the Whitehall Evening Post. The assignment could have been backdated, of course, but the suspicion arises that the dual publication was a very convenient doubling for Pope, not unlike the games he had played earlier, when Amaryllis appeared in the second pastoral in manuscript but not in print. Whether he deliberately plotted the two publications, or simply took advantage of an unauthorized publication, the result is much the same.
Maynard Mack, commenting on the quatrain that in the Whitehall Evening Post that has the first line reading, ‘ –But why? ah Patty, still too dear!’, finds the central meaning of the poem in Pope’s touching devotion to his life-long friend rather than in the disruptive intervention of a new potential lover. At this point, the heteronormative authority of his reading is declared openly: ‘the whole quatrain, beautifully catching the crosscurrents of sheepish tenderness and confusion that every man who has ever loved a woman knows, assumes an endearing intimacy’.​[57]​ But precisely these sentiments are present in Horace’s address to Ligurinus, with whom, he is complaining, he has failed to achieve any intimacy: 
			sed cur heu, Ligurine, cur
		manat rara meas lacrima per genas?
			cur facunda parum decoro
		inter verba cadit lingua silentio. (ll. 33–36)
[But why, Ligurinus, ah why does a tear every now and then roll down my cheek? Why does my ready tongue falter in mid-sentence in an all too undignified silence?]
In preparing the poem for acknowledged publication, Pope removed not only the name ‘Celia’ or ‘Patty’ and ‘still’, but also any gendering of the loved one. And he printed the poem in parallel with Horace’s Latin, so that on the opposite page to his ‘But why? ah tell me, ah too dear!’ is ‘Sed cur, heu! Ligurine’. Pope’s aim seems to have been the creation of undecidability. The equivalent of Ligurinus, the ‘thee’ at this point in the poem, might be purely imaginary, or someone we know nothing of, or Patty Blount, or William Murray. The dream encounter with the male lover is evoked again, through imitation, but it is held at a distance, though not cancelled, by utterance elsewhere.​[58]​ 
Throughout his publishing career, Pope engaged in acts of self-definition, accompanied by slier acts of self-expression. His Works of 1717 were supported by a miscellany of the poems that were not part of the authorized picture. The dignified self-portrait of To Dr. Arbuthnot was accompanied by the scurrilous Sober Advice. The letters, presented as the piracy of an enemy, were doctored to express a polished persona. The love poems discussed in this essay – and these are the most important poems, outside the Homer translations, to deal with love – present an inner world in especially complex and teasing ways. Pope expresses powerful hidden emotion but obscures his own relation to it. He enhances the passionate and erotic expression that he finds in his sources, while still sheltering behind them; he uses the capacities of manuscript and print publication to issue different versions of a self. The nineteenth century was hostile to the ‘feminine’ aspect of Pope that these manoeuvres engage and the twentieth century tended to deny them; perhaps the present century may prove more attentive and sympathetic to an engagement with androgyny, bisexuality, and agendering.​[59]​
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